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Trevor Barnes is  to be commended for his investigations of how research

and scholarship are actu ally practiced. In  geogra phy, his  home discipline,

he has revisited the origins of the so-called scientific and quantitative

revolution. So it is only natural that he should turn his curiosity to the

origins of region al science. In  this paper, which was delivered with much

eloquence and passion (I arrive d just in time to hear th e second half),

Barnes again exhibits enviable skill in capturing the personalities and

events  of past tim es. Righ tfully so, h e devote s much  of his atten tion to

Walter Isard, who made indispensable intellectual and institutional contri-

butions to regional science from the mid 1950s to the early 1980s, when

his interests  turned to peace studies. Barnes weaves a Spen gler-like “rise

and fall” motif across three different entities – the person (Isard), the

project (regional science), and the nation (America). These three agents are

structural substitutes  in a story a bout Isard ’s remark able professional life

and the beginnings of regional science at 3718 Locust Walk during the

more innocent and upbeat days of the immediate post-WW II era. But,

curiously  enough, the story is truncated in the early 1980s when a number

of prominent geographers – like Barnes, all from Britain – explicitly or

implicitly  renoun ce region al science. F urtherm ore, the story is in part

unsatisfy ing beca use it remains so one-sided – we never do get a view of

the ever-widening rift between geography and regional science from a

regiona l scientist. 

So, at the end of the paper, this reader was left with three nagging

questions. First, what else could have contributed to this rift between
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geography and regional science? Second, what has happened to regional

science since the early 1980s? And third, what exactly happened at the

Ambassador Hotel bar during the NARSC meetings in Chica go in 1978?

I will try to address the first two of these issues, leaving  the third for others

that are better informed.

When did the rift begin?

It seems clear to me that the major impetus for the division between geog-

raphy and regional science is David Harvey ’s Social Ju stice and  the City

(1973), an impressive book that has four broad claims. First, any distinc-

tion between methodology and philosophy must be rejected because theo-

retical verification is only ach ieved throug h social practice. Seco nd, differ-

ent versions of space are created and maintained by human practice, but

largely for the benefit of the few. Third, all conventional views of social

justice are problematic; furthermore, justice can never be achieved in a

market-exchange society. And fourth, the embedded processes of urban-

ism, which serve to concentrate wealth and power, shed light on many

wider issues of social and political concern. Written especially for geogra-

phers, the book calls for the dismissal of status quo and counter-revolution-

ary ideas and the adoption of revolutionary theories – those that are  dialec-

tically formulated and therefore offer each person the prospect of creating

truth.

Harvey makes some very good points in this book and it is a wonderful

introduction to the topic of urbanism, one that raises important questions

regarding the distribution of power and nature-society relations lo ng before

most other social theorists. He also makes the reader think a lo t about

housing, the nature of public goods, and the role  of spillovers in dense,

urban settlements. B ut clearly the book was largely designed to be an

indictment of econo mic geo graphy  and regio nal scienc e, as practiced at

that time, for Harvey goes out of his way to assail the foundations of

neoclassical thought and the contributions of many highly-regarded social

scientists . Amo ng a litany  of charg es he asser ts that: mark et exchan ge is

largely  responsible for scarcity; welfare economics is useless because it

addresses neither space nor time; and stylized Thünen-type models only

impede society’s ability to address its various ills. More generally, Harvey

calls for the creation of an entirely new economic-geographic paradigm –

one that replaces “value-neutral” positivism with value-led activism, and

one that substitutes materialism for idealism in the interpretation of scien-

tific advancement. In short, Harvey refutes the theory, the underlying
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empiricism, and the policy applications of Alonso, Beckmann, Berry,

Dacey, Isard, Mills, Muth, and Steven s, among others.

What have hum an geographers been  doing in the past 30 years?

Since 1973 h uman  geogra phers ha ve slow ly but surely shifted most of their

attention to the various concerns outlined by Harvey. This process was

spearheaded by a number of prominent thinkers – many fondly recalled by

Barnes – who initiated debate about such matters at the meetings of the

AAG  in the late 19 70s and  early 1980s. A flash point for this debate was

in the Industrial specialty group, which became hopelessly splintered. As

a result a number of geographers – apparently of no consequence to Barnes

– began to shift their allegiance from geography to regional science. Since

that time geographers have only become more hostile to the neoclassical

paradigm, as practiced  by econ omists an d others fo und in b usiness sc hools .

And they have become increasingly receptive to the ideas of many other

disciplines, particularly those found in the humanities. So toda y there is

much talk in the discipline about how to practice the new economic geog-

raphy – or is it economic geographies? One large group seems to have

accepted respons ibility for finally putting the old economic geography to

rest. Here excitement has arisen, at least for now, about such matters as the

embeddedness and contingent features of economic systems; the shifting

identities of econo mic acto rs; the relation s of validity , reliability, and

reflexivity; and the needs of in situ and qualitative research to complement

or supplant qua ntitative research. It is safe to say that a good number of

these people know very little at all about neoclassical economics (or any

of its relatives, like rational choice theory). A second group, clearly ac-

quainted with the ideas of Marshall but also with Polyani and Geertz, has

rejected the modeling of space-economies for a “thicker” or “deeper”

understanding of how economic regions evolve – especially those areas

that have turn ed out to  be economically successful. In some ways, though,

this second group has reified the region by returning to the idiograph ic

tradition that constrained much of the thinking in human geography prior

to the late 1950s. A  third group, entirely  comfortable with mathematical

formalism but highly sympathetic to Sraffa and Kaldor, has simply found

the approaches, assumptions, and axioms of neoclassical modeling to be

far too restrictive. These g eographers have shown, amon g other things,

how space influences the behaviour of embedded agents, how markets can

move out-of-equilibrium and the fortunes of regions can diverge, and how

uncertain ty and contingency both affect the trajectories of evolving space-

economies. Although I obviously simplify matters, it is safe to say that
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most – if not nearly all – economic geographers have eschewed the tradi-

tional “objective” and “scientific” mode of research where neoclassical

theory informs the creation  of mod els, data are collected and analyzed, and

these models are either verified or falsified.

But all of this is clearly fine. Disciplines change directions, sometimes

very rapidly, as paradigms or tools shift and old problems are replaced by

new concern s. Youn g investigators b ring differe nt interests a nd skills to

the table and often address topics that were either cast aside or improp erly

examined by their older colleagues. And this finally brings me to the one

troubling issue at the very heart of the paper delivered by Barnes. Why do

geographers, increasing ly confid ent that the y are prac ticing the “ right”

sorts of economic geography, now feel the need to demean the work of

regional scientists  who ar e also kee nly intere sted in issu es related to  loca-

tion, space, and the region? 

To some degree, of course, this growing resentment is entirely

understa ndable  because so many economists – not just Fujita, Krugman,

and Venables – have refused to acknowledge important contributions made

by geographers to regional science as voiced through the old  econom ic

geography. Apparently, these contributions were viewed  as being unsatis-

factory because the models were static but not dynamic, the equilibria were

partial but not general, and the processes were first-order but not second-

order. How ever, to an yone g enuinely  interested in  the history of ideas, the

debt of the new geographical economics to the old economic geography

should  be very clear. But there  is someth ing else g oing on  here. Clea rly

many econom ic geogra phers are  not just un comfo rtable with the approa-

ches and methodologies of region al science, b ut they ar e increasin gly

hostile  to its institutional and professional manifestations as well. In my

mind the reasons for this are twofold. First, human geography, at this point

in time, is less concerned with the p roductio n of kno wledg e than it  is with

the uses of that knowledge. To some degree this follows from  geography’s

inheren tly synthetic approach but it also follows from increasing concerns

about social justice. And second, some geographers are simply unhappy

because they  have not bee n successful at all in gain ing entry  to, and then

reproducing themselves in, regional science. Regional scientists have

simply  not been  receptive  to either the ideas or the activism recommended

by David Harvey 30 years ago.

Regional science today

Regional science has changed a lo t since the 1970s and, unfortunately,
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geographers now play an increasing ly marg inal role in  its practice. It has

very much become a cooperative enterprise that is not dominated by any

one scholar and is not constrained by any one set of ideas.  In  fact, scholars

sharing an interest in location, space, or the region now come from surpris-

ingly  diverse backgrounds and advocate a wide range of approaches and

methodologies. These people invariably have stronger professional alle-

giances to home disciplines but they come together to share ideas in an

environment of intellectu al tolerance and m utual respect. The oreticians are

informed by empiricists an d empiricists learn from  theoreticians. Furthe r-

more, many pe ople consult or a re actively  engage d in form ulating p ublic

policy. Concerns, issues, and problems are addressed at a variety of spatial

scales – not just the local and the regional. Global research on development

is not immediately rejected for being too simplistic or for introducing

environmental determinism through the back door. Scholars investigate

overt behaviour to discern human motivation rather than gather attitudes

or opinions regarding this motivation. Ideas are rarely contested the way

they are in the home disciplines because turf battles are not seen to be so

importa nt. Who  maintain s institution al pow er is appare ntly not of wide-

spread concern  to region al scientists, at least not in the ways it is of con-

cern to those in their home disciplines. Professional direction in regional

science comes, fo r the mo st part, from respected research -active scholars

housed at many of the world’s  finest universities. The ag enda for a

NARSC business meeting is much more focused on narrower issues related

to research and scholarship than the agenda for a typical A AG co uncil

meeting. And, by the way, regional science has been h olding its o wn in

America (but not in  Canad a) and flo urishing  through out many parts of

Europe and Asia since the early 1980s. Global memberships are way up

and most journals are getting plenty of good submissions. I suggest that

Trevor Barnes attend a future meeting of NARSC to discover this for

himself!


